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Black History Month

This month we celebrated Black History

Month with daily announcements and music

on Black excellence, as well as a virtual

assembly with host, D.O. Gibson. Although we

didn’t get the traditional assembly we are

used to seeing, the Black History Month

committee was dedicated to ensuring that

Black History and Black excellence did not go

unnoticed this year. The school was decorated

with posters of impactful stories of Black

Canadians such as Sarah Nurse, Marie-Joseph

Angelique, Donavan Bailey, John Ware, and many more. They set up displays in

front of the office, displaying flags from different countries and thoughts on

representation and identity.

To conclude the month, the STA community will play a part in a donation to the

CEE Centre (Careers Education Empowerment) for Young Black Professionals who

are dedicated to addressing the economic and social barriers that affect Black

youth, ages 14 and up, who are not in employment, education, or training. For

more information on the CEE CYBP visit ceetoronto.org. Black excellence is a topic

to be talked about and celebrated every day of the year.

https://ceetoronto.org/about-us/

It’s Off to the Races for STA

In early February, the grade 10 auto shop class competed in a race and design

competition to see who could build the best CO2 Dragster as a part of their CCT.

The students of Mr. Spignesi’s auto shop class were taught the important steps of

creating a car, before being tasked with designing and building a dragster of their

own. The students cut, filed, and sanded their materials into their desired shape

and gave each car a unique paint job. Each dragster used the same starting

materials to ensure an even race, but the students were given freedom over how

the dragster was shaped. After the cars were built, a design competition took

place, where the students voted on who had designed and painted the best

looking dragster.

The winner was granted one round of immunity in the upcoming tournament.

Afterwards, the class travelled to the gym to race in a tournament that would

decide who had the fastest vehicle. The tournament was made of multiple

head-to-head races in which the winning dragster would progress while the losing

dragster was eliminated. After multiple rounds of intense racing, with many

extremely close finishes, the winner was declared after a tense final race. The

competition was a massive success and a big hit with the students, giving them a

fun end to the semester.

Uncharted Was off the Charts

After watching the 2022 action-adventure movie, one can say that “Uncharted”,

starring Tom Holland and Mark Wahlberg, was excellently written and directed. It

felt refreshing and new, but had a classic undertone, which was very welcomed

and added to the overall quality of the movie. The witty jokes and banter between

the main characters was amusing and it kept you interested. However, the movie

does seem a little slow at some points during its two hour

duration, but it is definitely worth the watch!

Sports in the Pandemic
Since the COVID-19 pandemic, many things have changed. For
athletes, the health and safety restrictions changed the way
sports are being played and experienced, especially when it
comes to school competitions and sports. As you might
know, all clubs and school sports were cancelled for the 2019-2020 and 2020-2021
school year. Sport clubs started back up at the beginning of this school year, and
while that has been great, they are definitely not the same as they were
pre-COVID. At competitions, the restrictions are still very cumbersome. For
example, at the tennis tournaments in the fall of 2021, athletes were not allowed
to watch other players compete if they were not competing with them. Athletes
had to keep their masks on at all times, except when playing, and all eating had to
take place outside the building.
The restrictions on the number of people in a building have meant limiting the

ability to have friends and family watch and cheer on teams. Additionally, teams

need to leave after playing, rather than staying to watch

others play. Furthermore, many people haven't been able to

play the sports they like or do the activities they enjoy, as many sports teams are

being cancelled due to covid or restrictions on the number of people who can

play/attend. Many players haven't been able to practise since COVID-19 first came

to Canada, which has caused them to become deconditioned and lose their skills

they previously built up, as well as stall their progress. COVID has caused a lot of

upset in people's lives and the disruption to school teams and sports has been one

of these. The negative consequences are deeply felt by all athletes who have

struggled to find a way through. It is good that things are finally starting to get

back to normal, and even if it's not the same as it was before, it’s better than

nothing.

Stellar Stinger - Darian Vella

Grade 12 student, Darian Vella has achieved a spectacular accomplishment. She

has received the President's Golden Scholarship for Wilfred Laurier University. This

states that she will be granted a $16,000 scholarship ($4000/year) to attend

Wilfred Laurier University, which, to put in broader terms, just about fully pays for

her first year in university. Although it doesn’t seem

like much, in order to obtain this scholarship, one has

to enter Grade 12 with an average of 95% and keep

that average consistent throughout the year. So far,

Darian has been very successful, finishing Grade 11

with a 97% average and keeping a solid 95% through

the first semester of her Grade 12 year.

After receiving the news about the scholarship,

Darian notes that she was “shocked” at the news and

that this was the first time she had even heard of the

scholarship. Her parents, although confident that Darian would obtain a

scholarship to at least 1 of the 4 universities that she was accepted into, were as

equally shocked and ecstatic as Darian.

As exciting as this news was, Darian knew that the road ahead would be just as, or

even more, difficult as the road to obtaining the scholarship was. She is now

required to hold a 95 average through this entire semester. When asked how she

was going to conquer this almost impossible goal, Darian stated, “I’m looking to

prioritize time-management over everything. With a few breaks in the middle and

a lot less focus on my job. I’m hoping to work hard for the rest of the semester and

keep my GPA (grade point average) up”. Even though Darian had been accepted

into Guelph, McMaster’s and Western University as well, she mentions that this

scholarship from Laurier has made her decision to go to Laurier definite.

As a few final words of inspiration to those who also want to achieve scholarships,

Darian said, “It doesn’t matter what grade you’re in, every mark matters. Every

quiz, every test, every assignment; they all matter. If you do the homework, if you

study hard, and put in the effort, then you will see that your hard work pays off.”

Congratulations to Darian and good luck with all of your future endeavours!

How to Bring Back School Spirit?

As things are slowly getting back to normal, it is definitely time to bring back more

spirit into the school. In the past, we have had many events in the school to

showcase our school spirit, such as Civvies Days, Pink Shirt Day, Halloween, and

Battle of the Grades. This year, like we had in the past, we can hold more Spirit

days to bring back morale and effort in schools, without getting past the uniform

rule. We would like to thank everyone for their hard work and effort in bringing

back the Stinger cheer, and keep working hard, guys!

Addictive New Web-Game Releases

Wordle is a web-game that has recently taken the

school by storm. Run by the New York Times, the goal

of Wordle is to guess the five-letter word within six

guesses. If you are clever enough to find the word

before you use all six guesses, then you’ve won the

game. Failure to do so, however, it forces you to wait

until the next day, when a new word comes out.

For those geography lovers in the school, a game you

might want to check out is Globle. Which has a very

similar concept to wordle, except one is guessing

countries instead of words. And for those nervous about not getting to the right

country, don’t worry! You can guess as many countries as necessary before getting

the right answer.

“It’s a fun way to spend my time between classes,” said Anthony G. (12), while

being asked about Globle.
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To play either Wordle or Globle, just simply go to your web browser and search

Globle or Wordle, then click on the first link that appears. Happy guessing!

A Teacher’s Life - Mrs. Dang

Like Mr. Spignesi, another brand new edition to the hive is Mrs. Dang, who will be

assuming the role of teaching Hairstyling and

Aesthetics. Along with an explosive personality, comes

an explosive teaching record that shows Mrs. Dang is

no stranger to the teaching game. Mrs. Dang stated

that she has taught hairstyling and religion at a

multitude of different high schools such as Our Lady of

the Bay, as well as many different college and

university courses. Not only that, but she has been

practising the art of hairstyling for over twenty-one

years! On the other hand, Mrs. Dang has also been

assigned the challenging, yet exciting, task of teaching

Grade 10 religion. When asked how she was going to

teach the course, Mrs. Dang said, “I’m trying very hard to eliminate the old ‘pick

up a bible’ method of teaching and going more towards relating the topics to a

modernized world”.

Although Mrs. Dang’s life appears all rainbows and butterflies, her early life was

filled with people that would push her down and discourage her passions.

Regardless of the fact that she was bombarded with negativity from those around

her, Mrs. Dang paddled through the current and pursued her dreams in hairstyling

and aesthetics. When asked to advise students who might be struggling with

negativities in their life, Mrs. Dang expressed, “Don’t give up. Always look forward.

You’ll always have people that will discourage you, but you have to do what you

feel is right for you”.

Good luck, Mrs. Dang, and welcome to the Hive!

March Holidays

With March Break creeping around the corner, many people are starting to think

of the special holiday this month brings: St. Patrick’s Day, March 17th. St Patrick’s

Day is the feast day of the patron saint of Ireland. On this day, people gather

around for parades, special food, dancing and a whole lot of green! Additionally,

with Easter falling fairly late this year, on April 17th, we start preparing for the

holiday by commemorating the resurrection of Jesus.

Fun fact: The legend of the Easter Bunny originated in Germany and has no real

connection to the Christian holiday.

Valentine's Day

As Valentine’s day has passed, many people are celebrating the season of love

with small gifts. Whether you celebrated with a friend, partner or just treated

yourself, be kind and don’t be afraid to express who you are. Respect the

boundaries of yourself and others, as boundaries are necessary to keep

relationships positive. Do not be afraid to express where you set your limits in any

relationship. Wishing you a happy belated Valentine’s day!

Mrs. Kim McClatchie Recognized by SMCDSB for her Excellence!

Mrs. Kim McClatchie was recognized by the SMCDSB for her excellence in the

classroom, and as a colleague. “Kim is a fantastic friend and colleague who always

has time to listen and offer sound advice. Although we

teach in different subject areas, Kimberly has been

helpful in so many ways such as sharing her knowledge

of Growing Success and AER documents, to name a

few. Additionally, Kim is a great sounding board for

lesson ideas, activities, and assessment options,

proving her adeptness at understanding all classroom

needs, regardless of the subject. Her passion for

teaching and desire for her students to succeed is very clear to anyone who knows

her. Kim can adjust her teaching styles to suit the needs of her students and helps

them feel confident by providing the tools they need to be successful. Staff and

students benefit from having Kimberly in our Catholic teaching community.”

A Special Catch For The Fishing Club

On February 28th, members of the STA Fishing Club were lucky enough to listen to
a special guest speaker, author, and fisherman John Whyte. Whyte set up a zoom
call to talk to the fishing club about his experience, give helpful tips about fishing,
and share interesting stories about his time spent fishing. Mr. Danato and Mr.

Kosturek were very
excited for the
‘‘Legend of Lake Simcoe’’ to come and
talk to their club because they knew that
it would be a great learning experience for
them. John was a great guest for the
group of young fishermen and served as a
great mentor in the small time that they
had.

February Prayer

Dear God,

Thank you for bringing us into this

month of February. We give

thanks for all your blessings and

for giving us strength in this new

semester. This month, as we

celebrate St. Valentine, help us to

be more like his martyus self. Thank you for giving us all of our loved ones. Help us

to love them unselfishly and keep them safe every single day. Help us to

understand what love really means and help us to find the feeling of love in our

daily lives.

We ask this in your name,

Amen

“Let all that you do be done in love”

1 Corinthians 16:14

Important Dates:

Irish Heritage Month
Women’s History Month

March 8 - International Women's Day
March 14 - Commonwealth Day
March 14-18 - March Break
March 17 - St. Patrick's Day
March 21- International Day for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination
March 31 - International Transgender Day of Visibility
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Fun Fact:
Carrots were originally purple, but over time, carrot growers managed to farm
the orange carrots we see today. It wasn’t until the 1600s that orange carrots
became the norm.

Quote:
“It is during our darkest moments that we must focus to see the light.”
–Aristotle
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